DIGITAL PRODUCT DESIGNER/DEVELOPER,
FULL TIME PAID INTERNSHIP
ARMR Systems LLC is an early stage medical device company. We develop hemorrhage control systems
designed to increase the survivability of traumatic injury in situations where advanced medical support is not
immediately available. Our team of engineers and designers is building personal response systems that save
lives, democratize access to care, and give hope to victims of traumatic injury when they need it most.
The Position
ARMR is looking to add a talented designer to our growing team. We are not simply a medical device
company, but a medical design company, and designers are an invaluable part of our product definition
process. Designers make high-level concepts tangible and advocate for our users. We are looking for a
candidate with strong concept skills that is able to work as a member of an integrated team to design within
the constraints of the brand identity and maintain consistency of design across each medium. This isn’t a fetch
coffee, make copies type of internship. Your designs will be seen by elite Special Operation forces and
stakeholders all over the world. You’ll be expected to contribute and participate like a full-time member of our
team.
As Digital Product Designer/Developer you will:
● Work directly with the CEO and an integrated team of designers and engineers to ensure project
completion reflects ARMR brand standards within rigorous deadlines.
● Assist in all creative projects spanning from the conception and production of print and digital
collateral to branded media and marketing products for the company.
● Translate design specifications into actionable deliverables
● Integrate text and graphics to the highest creative level
You Are
● Creative. Adaptive. You are able to find the best solutions with minimal direction and guidance. You
are able to wear multiple hats and quickly reorient to manage diverse priorities as required.
● Motivated. You are hungry. You believe in vocation. You desire real responsibility and are determined
to make a difference and impact beyond your paycheck.
● Rigorous. You are a perfectionist dedicated to the highest level of performance. You are detail oriented
and deliberate in every aspect of execution (analyze, research, design, etc.).
● Composed. You are self-aware, articulate, and well spoken. You handle emergencies with grace and
composure.
● Responsible. Self-sufficient. Organized. You get the job done, despite all odds. No excuses, just results.
● Humble. Considerate. Kind. People matter and you recognize everyone’s personal value and dignity.
● Fun & Good Humored. Because we are.
Requirements
● Degree in Industrial Design, Graphic Design, or related field,
● 2-3 years of digital design experience
● A strong digital portfolio demonstrating good graphic design sense, understanding of layout,
typography, hierarchy, color theory, patterns, and other design principles.
● Ability to apply design principles to solve digital graphic communication needs.
● Proficient using Adobe Creative Suite (specifically InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator)
● Working knowledge of HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript.
● Familiarity with MailChimp, and Keynote preferred.
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Strong design, communication, and organizational skills.
Detail oriented with a strong sense of style and consistency.
Experience in preparing press-ready production files in an efficient and timely manner.
Ensure proper implementation of a responsive web environment in making sure aesthetics align with
usability, accessibility, and web standards.
Comfortable but not limited to working with the following deliverables: logos, brochures, inserts,
emails, tradeshow booths, case studies, ads, books, promotional materials, online advertising, and
direct mail.
Demonstrates brand/visual elements across multiple mediums in web, print, interactive, and social
media assets.
Ability to meet deadlines and work in a fast-paced environment
Must have access to personal laptop with current Microsoft Office

Preferred
● Website design.
● Videography.
● Experience with fashion and apparel design.
● Photography/photo editing skills
Benefits
● Compensation: $15-30/hr
● We offer a modest monthly stipend to support our interns plus an opportunity to grow with our team.
● You will increase your knowledge of the global tech & social good sector and gain substantial, easily
demonstrable experience in your areas of interest.
Interested?
Send a link to your portfolio or website along with a cover letter and resume to careers@armrsystems.com.
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